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ABSTRACT 
A general linear descriptor system Eft = Ax + Bu, where E, A ~ C "'", B ~ C n,  m 
x ~ C", u ~ C m, E singular, is called controllable if rank[aE - flA, B] = n for all 
(a, fl) ~ (0,0), a, ~ ~ C. Let f :C  "'"+m ~ C n'"+m be a linear transformation f the 
form f (X )  = CXD. We characterize all such linear transformations that leave the set 
= {[aE - flA, B~ank[aE - flA, B] = n V(a, ~) ~ (0,0), a, ~ ~ C) invariant and 
show that only the ~ell-known transformations that leave controllability invariant can 
OCCUI'. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We study general autonomous linear systems of the form 
(1.1) E~(t )= Ax( t )+ Bu( t ) ,  y=Cx,  
where E, A ~ C n'n, B ~ C "'m, C ~ C p'n are constant matrices, u(t )  ~ C m, 
x( t )~C n, y ( t )~C p are time dependent vectors, n,m,p~N and E is 
possibly singular. 
If E is singular, such systems are called descriptor systems or singular 
systems. Here u( t )  is a control function, and x(t )  is called the state of the 
system at time t. Solvability, controllability, observability, and other system 
theoretic properties of such systems have been extensively studied in recent 
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years; see for example [1, 7, 8, 11]. In this paper we will mainly discuss linear 
transformations of the system (1.1) that leave these system theoretic proper- 
ties invariant. In the following we will mainly discuss ystems where aE - f lA 
is a regular pencil, i.e., det(aE - f lA) ~ 0 for (a, fl) ~ C 2 \ {(0,0)}. Such 
systems are often called solvable systems. Pairs (a, 13) ~ C 2 where det(aE - 
/3A) = 0 are called eigenvalues, and we identify all the pairs t(a, f l)  V t  
C \ {0}. A pair (a,0) is an infinite eigenvalue. We use this pair notation for 
eigenvalues to include the infinite eigenvalues. Conditions when a nonsolv- 
able system can be transformed into a solvable system by a constant feedback 
u = Fx are given in [1]. 
A system (1.1) is called 
controllable if rank[aE -/3A, B] = n V(a,/3) ~ C 2 \ {(0,0)}; 
observable if rank[(aE - flA)*, C*] = n V(a,/3) ~ C 2 \ {(0,0)}. 
For singular systems also other types of controllability are discussed in the 
literature, but we will only examine the type given above. In order to simplify 
the analysis of such systems, one often transforms the system into canonical 
forms or other simplified versions, using linear transformations, that leave the 
structural properties of the system invariant. For the standard case 
(1.2) ~ = Ax + Bu, g = Cx, 
i.e. systems with E equal to the identity matrix I, one has the following 
well-known result (e.g. Wonham [10] or Wimmer [9]). 
THEOREM 1.3. 
(a) Let  the system (1.2) be controllable. Then for all R ~ C n. n, V ~ C . . . .  , 
R,  V nonsingular , and for all W ~ C m, n the system 
(1 .4 )  = (RAR -1 + RBWR- )z + RBV- v, y = CR- z 
is controllable, where z = Rx, v = Vu. 
(b) Let  the system (1.2) be observable. Then for all R ~ C "' ", V ~ C p' P, 
R,  V nonsingular and for all W ~ C ~' P, the system 
(1.5) ~=(nAR-~ + RWCR-~)z  + RBu,  w=VCn-~z  
is observable, where z = Rx, w = VII. 
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It is very easy to extend this result to the general case, and we will do so 
in the next section. 
Having Theorem 1.3, an obvious question is: Are there other transforma- 
tions that one can perform with the system (1.1) such that controllability or 
observability or both are preserved? We do not know the general answer to 
this question, but we will show that for a certain type of linear transforma- 
tions, the transformations described in Theorem 1.3 are the only ones, even 
for the general case. 
2. EQUIVALENT CONDITIONS FOR CONTROLLABILITY 
In the standard case (1.2) several equivalent conditions are known for 
controllability of a system, e.g. [5, 6]. In order to prove results on controllabil- 
ity it is very usehtl to be able to switch between different conditions. We 
therefore xtend these results to the general case. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let aE - ~A ~ C n, n be a regular pencil and B ~ C "" m. 
Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) The system (1.1) is controllable. 
(ii) I f  P, Q ~ c n,, are such that e (aE  - BA )Q is in Kronecker canonical 
form (e.g. [2]), 
n o{0' °] 0] o 
and 
is partitioned analogously, then 
rank[ Bl, lB 1 . . . . .  ]"*-lB1] = n 1 
and 
rank[B~, NB2 .. . . .  N~ - I B2 ] = n 2. 
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(iii) There do not exist nonsingular P, Q ~ C "," such that 
(2.3) 
[ o aE22 - BAz~ J 
and 
where the partitioning is analogous. 
(iv) There does not exist a left eigenvector y :~ 0 of aE -  flA satisfying 
y*B = O. 
(v) There ex/st P, Q ~ c ~," nonsingular such that e(aE - flA )Q is of the 
form 
(9..5) 
-I 
I 
N1 
Nk 
-B  
I 
where the blocks ]i are lordan blocks and the blocks N i are nilpotent lordan 
blocks. I f  PB is partitioned accordingly as 
(2.~) en = 
B~ 
BI, 
BN, 
then the blocks of PB have the following property: I f  p lordan blocks 
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]q ..... 1~ have the same eigenvalue, then the rank of the matrix 
(9..7) C = [c,, . . . . .  %] 
51 
is ]9, where the columns of C are the conjugate transposes of the last rows of 
Bj, ,..., BI, .. I f  nilpotent blocks N 1 ..... N k exist, then the matrix 
(9.s) o - - [a l  ..... ak] 
has rank k, where d j is the conjugate transpose of the last row of Bnj. 
Proof. Parts of this proof are given in [11], and other parts can be 
obtained from the proof in the standard case E = I. We therefore keep the 
proof very brief. 
(i) ~ (ii): See the proof in [11]. 
(i) ~ (iii): Suppose there exist P, Q ~ C ",n, nonsingular, such that 
P(aE- f lA)Q= [ aEn-/3Au aE12-/3A12] 
0 aE~ -/3A~ ] 
and 
with analogous partitioning. Then the matrix 
w=[aEu;  ~3All BIo aE~aEIa-/3Ala]-/3Az~ 
has rank less than n for each (a,/3) ~ C 2 \ {(0,0)} eigenvalue of aE -/3A, 
which contradicts (i). 
(iii) ~ (iv): Suppose there exists y ~ 0 such that y*(aoE -/3o A) = 0 for 
(ao, /3o)~C2\( (0 ,0)} and y 'B=0.  Let P,Q be nonsingular such that 
PAQ, PEQ are upper triangular, with eigenvalue (ao,/3o) in the bottom 
diagonal position. Such P, Q always exist by the generalized Schur theorem 
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(e.g. Golub and Van Loan [3])• Let 0* = g'P- l, ~ = PB; then 0"/] = 0. But 
0 = en, where e n denotes the nth unit vector• Thus 
0 --.  0 '  
which contradicts (iii). 
(iv) ~ (i): Trivial. 
(v) ~ (i): Let P, Q be nonsingular, such that 
Kronecker canonical form (e.g. [2]) 
P(aE -/3A)Q is in 
(2.9) 
- I  
o~ 
I 
-/3 J1 
I 
I 
and let PB be partitioned accordingly as 
BI l 
BI, 
PB= 
BN~ 
If there exist p blocks lj, . . . . .  1j with the same eigenvalue (a 0,/30), (i.e., the 
quotient ao/flo is equal for all ~ese blocks), then rank[P(aoE -/3oA)Q, PB] 
= n implies that the submatrix corresponding to the last rows of 1 . . . . . .  1, 
has full rank, but in P(aE -/3A)Q it is a zero matrix. Thus, the corr'espond'- 
ing rows of PB have to form a matrix of full rank. The same argument clearly 
holds for several nflpotent blocks. Conversely, ff the corresponding rows in 
PB always have full rank, then the rank of [ P(aE -/3A)Q, PB ] is full. • 
It should be noted that in the single input case (m = 1), there are also 
further equivalent conditions. For the sake of completeness we state the 
corresponding result in this case here, too. 
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TrlEOREM 2.10. Let aE - flA ~ C "'n be a regular pencil and let b ~ C n. 
Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) The system (1.1)/s controllable. 
(ii) I f  P, Q ~ C"'" are such that 
(2.11) 
I 
P (aE- f lA )Q= a 0 
and 
is partitioned analogously, then 
rank[b1, ]bl ...... J~l- lbl]  =n  1 
n I 
and rank[b 2, Nb z ..... Nn2-1b2] = n2. 
(iii) There do not exist nonsingular P, Q ~ C "' n such that 
(2.12a) P(aE - flA )Q= [ | aEn-  flAlx aE12 - flA12 ] 
0 aE~ - flA 22 J L 
and 
where the partitioning is analogous. 
(iv) There does not exist a lefit eigenvector y ~ 0 of  aE - [3A satisftling 
y*b = O. 
(v) There exist P, Q nonsingular such that 
where I~, i = 1 . . . . .  l are lordan blocks to pairwise different eigenvalues 
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(a,, fl,), fl, ¢ 0 (i.e. a,/fl, ~ ai/f l i  i f  i ¢ j), and N is one single nilpotent 
lordan block. Furthermore 
Pb= iblt , where bN= , b i= , i=1  ..... I. 
P and Q are unique except for a block permutation of the blocks ]i. (This form 
is called descriptor Lur "e-Lefschetz canonical form). 
(vi) For any E, A, b of the same dimensions as E, A, b, also satisfying 
(2.14) rank[a/~-  fl_~, b] =n forall (a, fl) :~ (0,0) 
and 
(2.15) det[ aE - flA ] = det[ a/~ - f12~], 
there exist nonsingular P, Q ~ C "' n such that 
(2.16) e(aE- f lA )p=aE- f l .~ ,  eb=[, .  
(vii) There exist unique P, Q ~ C ",n nonsingular such that 
with the same partitioning in all three terms, where N is one single nilpotent 
Jordan block, 
io 1 C= 0 1 ' 
Y1 Y2 " • " 7t 
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and b x, b~ are of  the form 
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Proof. 
ease E = I 
theorem. 
The proof can be obtained almost analogously to the proof in the 
(e.g. [5, p. 319]) or follows immediately from the previous 
Analogous results can be obtained for observability of systems, and we 
omit them here. 
3. MAIN RESULTS 
We now prove the main results of this paper, beginning with the 
extension of Theorem 1.3 to the singular case. 
THEOaEM 3.1. Let E, A ~ C "'", B ~ C "'m, 
and let the system 
(3.2) E~ = Ax + Bu 
aE-  flA a regular pencil, 
be controllable. Then for any P, Q ~ C "' n, W ~ C m, m nonsingular and for 
any F, G ~ C "" n the systems 
(3.3) PEQ~ = PAQz + PBu (z  = Q-tx), 
(3.4) E~ = Ax + BWv (v  = W- lu ) ,  
(3.5) E~ = (A  + BF)x + Bv (v  = u - Fx), 
(3.6) (~  + BC)~ -- Ax + Bv (v  = u - G~) 
are also controllable. 
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For all (a,/3) ~ Ca \ ((0,0)) the following ranks are equal: 
rank[aE-/3A'B]=rank(P[aE-/3A'B][ Q ~]) 
=rank([aE_/3A, B][I O])  
ra (IoE "1[ 0]), 
So the systems are controllable. • 
Note that for a controllable and solvable system 
Eic = Ax + Bu 
a feedback can be such that 
rank[aE-/3A,B]=n for all (a,/3) ~ C2 \ {(0,0)} 
but det(aE -/3A) - 0, as the following example shows. Consider the system 
[0 011~=[1 0]x+[0]u  ' 1  
which is clearly controllable by Theorem 2.1, but for u = [0, -1]x + v we 
obtain the system 
[0 1]~__[~ O]x+[Olv 
Obviously det(aE -/3A) ---- 0 for this system, while 
r~[° [00 ~ l -~[0  ~ 0],[0111=2 
for all (a, 13) ~ (0,0). 
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Thus, for general systems one has to be careful with the transformations 
given in (3.5), (3.6), and for the standard system with E = I one has to be 
careful with the transformation given in (3.6). The latter is almost never 
considered in the standard case, because it may, as mentioned above, turn a 
"nice" linear system into a "nasty" descriptor system. But there may be 
applications where this can turn out useful. For general systems these 
transformations can be used to make (for example) unsolvable systems 
solvable and also achieve other structural properties. See for example [1] 
or [4]. 
Analogous observations and a result analogous to Theorem 3.1 can clearly 
be obtained also for observable systems. 
We will now show that for a certain class of linear transformations, the 
transformations in (3.3)-(3.6) are the only ones that leave all controllable 
systems controllable, The result will follow as a corollary from the result for 
the standard case (E = I), which we will prove first, 
THEOREM 3.7. Let 
f .C  n,n+m ~cn,  n+m 
:X ~ UXV, 
where U ~ C n" n, V ~ C n + m' n + m,  and m ~ n. Assume that for any control- 
lable system 
(3.8) 
the transformed system 
(3.9) 
is also controllable, where 
(3.10) 
Then U is nonsingular and 
(3.11) 
:~ = Ax + Bu 
= + 
[2( ,  
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where V is a product of matrices of  the following types: 
, o] 
(3.12) [F I 
with W ~ C m, m nonsingular and F ~ C m, . arbitrary. 
Proof. Partition V as 
[ v,1 ~2] v,z v~J' 
where Vn ~ C"'", Vz~ ~ C re'm, V12, vT ~ c "'m. Let 
[°l 1 (3.13) Vzz = Wz* W, * " . 2 , 01>102~ " ' "  ~am,  am 
be the singular value decomposition of Vz~ with W l, Wz unitary (e.g. [3]), and 
let Q be nonsingular such that 
(3.14) Q2t = W1V2tQ- 1 = [0 "'" 0 * ] 
(Q can for example be obtained from an RQ decomposition of W1V21; see 
e.g. [3]). It is immediate that U is invertible, since otherwise the rank would 
be decreased, and we now show that also Vz2 is invertible. Suppose V2a = 
W1V~W ~is singular; then o m = O. Let 
(3.15) 
0 1 . 
A = U- IQ  -1  " • 
0 
B=U_ IQ_ I  [ 0 
0 . . .  0 
Qv, 
1 
0 
0 
1 
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which define a controllable system by Theorem 2.1. Thus it follows that 
(3.16) = QUAVl l  Q -  1 + QUBW~- IWxV~l Q-  1 
has a last row of the form [0 . . .  0 x], and 
(3.17) = QUAVI2W 2+ QUBW I IW1V~W ~ 
has a zero last row. Thus, for (a, fl) = (x, 1) we have rank[a• - fl/(,/~] < n, 
i.e., [A, B] is not controllable. Thus, it follows that Vz~ is invertible. 
Suppose now that Via ~ 0. Then let Q ~ c n,n, W2 ~ C m,m unitary such 
that 
(3.18) Q UVmV~ I Wz = 
0 
0 
Om 
al 
defines a singular value decomposition with o 1 ¢ O. Let 
(3.19) 
[11 ] 
A = U-1Q -1 " " " " 
1 1 pu ,  
1 
B = - AVI2V~ 1. 
Then 
(3.20) 
[[1 1 1 " [A ,B]  =U- IQ  -1 "" , 
1 1 
1 
° llI  1 om 0 w2-1 
a 1 
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defines a controllable system, since o t ~: 0. But 
U [ A, B ] V = U [ A, B ] [ VllV21 V12]V22 
[[11] 1 
= Q- ' 1 1 QU( Vll - vlzv~ 'vzl )' ° ' 
1 
which clearly cannot belong to a controllable system. Thus it follows that 
VI~ = 0. 
By Theorem 3.1 we may now transform the system w.l.o.g, to the 
controllable system defined by 
(3.22) U 01] = [AVllU, B]. tT-~V[A,8]V _V~aV21 V~ 
Let 
[ I1 (3.z3) j= J2 ' .  = QVl lUQ-  1 
be the Jordan canonical form of VnU. If ] contains Jordan blocks to different 
eigenvalues, ay w.l.o.g. J1, ]2, then let 
i i l 1 [  ] ]=  ]2 , where ]= 
f Jt 
and let 
(3.24) A Ql[  Q 
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with the same partitioning as L where ~ is a Jordan block having the same 
eigenvalue as 19., ~ is a Jordan block with the same eigenvalue as 11, and f is 
one single Jordan block with an eigenvalue different o those of I1, 12. Let 
(3 .25)  
[.1] 
B=Q -I B 2 , 
LB~J 
again with the same partitioning as above, where the B i's are blocks with a 1 
in the lower right comer and zero elsewhere• By Theorem 2,1 [A, B] defines 
a controllable system. Then 
[A 'B]=Q[AVuU'B] [Qo -i ~] 
(3.28) 
= ~I1 , B2 . 
f f  n3 
If (a, fl) = (~, 1), where h is the eigenvalue of ~12, then 
(3 .27)  rank[ aI - flA, B l < n, 
i.e., the transformed system is not controllable. Thus VnU has only Jordan 
blocks to the same eigenvalue. Suppose Jordan blocks of size greater than 1 to 
the eigenvalue )~ of VuU exist, then let 
(3 .28)  
I -~, 1 1 - ~ A =~' -~ " -x  i Q, -X  
 QlI° 
0 . . -  0 
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such that ]= QVuUQ -1 is in Jordan canonical form. Again [A, B] defines a 
controllable system. The matrix 
(3.29) 
- ) ,  1 ]3 ~ 
-~ .  1 
has at least two Jordan blocks to the eigenvalue - )2 ,  but the rank of the 
matrix formed from the corresponding rows in /] is only 1, which by 
Theorem 2.1 is a contradiction. Thus VuU = tI, which finishes the proof. • 
Note that for the case m > n, by Theorem 3.1 we can find a nonsingular 
Q ~ c m. m such that 
I" ] BQ = " =: [BI,0],  * "" * 0 . . .  0 
where B 1 ~ C n'". Defining a new control function t i ( t )~ C" by the first n 
elements of Q-lu(t ) ,  we can reduce the system to one with m ~< n. Thus the 
assumption in Theorem 3.7 can be relaxed to arbitrary m. 
The result for the general case now follows as a corollary. 
COROLLARY 3.30• Let 
f : cn ,  n+m .._> c n,n+m 
:X ~ UXV, 
where U ~ C"'" ,  V ~ C n+m'n+m, such that rank(U[aE - /3A,  B]V) = n for 
all (a,/3) ~ C z \ {(0,0)}, and for all controllable systems 
(3.31) 
Then U is nonsingular and 
(3 •32) 
E~ = Ax  + Bu.  
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where Q ~ C "" " is nonsingular and V is a product of matrices of the types 
, o] ~ ['~ °][0 
where F ~ C "" m is arbitrartj and W ~ C m, m nonsingular. 
Proof. Consider all controllable systems (3.31) with E nonsingular. Then 
(3.34) rank(U [aE - flA, B] V ) = n 
ff and only if 
By Theorem 3.7 it follows that 
has to be a product of matrices 
for all (a, fl) ~ C~ \ {(0,0)} 
0]v)i =n 
, o]~ [ tU-lO 0] , [ /  0] , [0  
forall (a, f l )~C ~, fl#:0. 
hence V has to be a product of matrices 
0 I I [f ltE-oU-I  ~]=[Q I ] ' [ F  0 l ' [o  o l  
for arbitrary nonsingular Q, since E can be chosen arbitrary nonsingular. • 
Note that it is obvious how to produce an analogous result for observ- 
ability. 
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4. CONCLUSION 
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We have characterized a special class of linear transformations that leave 
the controllability of general linear systems invariant. We do not know 
whether this result holds for more general linear transformations 
f:cn'n+m --~ cn'n+m, 
but we conjecture that Theorem 3.7 and Corollary 3.30 also hold in the 
general case. 
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